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> COMPANY PROFILE

The Client is a local café chain
with more than 6 outlets and is still
expanding. Their marketing and IT
departments starting using
Tapway’s WiFi Analytics and
Customer Relationship
Management (CRM) solutions in
January 2015 after receiving
various requests for WiFi services
from their customers. The chain
wanted to see how providing free
Wifi could also benefit the
business which is how this retail
analytics solution came into play.

> CHALLENGES

Difficulty obtaining sign-ups and
creating a customer database
for loyalty program
Not knowing customers’
behavior patterns in outlets

> SOLUTION

WiFi sensors, Guest WiFi
captive portal and algorithms to
collect customer data, provide
advertising space for the Client
and derive customer behavior
Online tools to create marketing
campaigns

> BUSINESS BENEFITS

Detailed visitor trends in all
outlets enabling highly targeted
marketing campaigns
Increase in outlet revenue

Boosting customer relationship
and store revenue via retail analytics

A Malaysian Café chain was able to boost its business by adopting
a WiFi-based Customer Relationship Management (CRM) solution
from Tapway, which helped to collect valuable customer behavior
data and to monetize by targeted advertising and promotions via
email and SMS. WiFi-enabled smartphones are constantly broadcasting a unique device ID and the solution’s hardware detects and
anonymizes these IDs, adds time and location data and stores
them in the database. Tapway’s analytics engine crunches the data
to provide the Café owner with customer analytics and Tapway’s
Hub centralizes all the data and turns them into charts and visualization which the Café owner can access anywhere, anytime. With
this retail analytics solution, highly targeted campaigns can be
designed in order to attract new customers and retain loyal ones.

Challenges
The Client was having difficulties obtaining sign ups and creating a
customer database for their loyalty program, and they did not
know their customers’ engagement patterns in the outlets, such as
the time and amount spent there, how often they returned, as well
as their demographics.

Solution
A Tapway retail analytics solution in all their outlets provided the
Client with a Guest WiFi captive portal solution, which helps to
collect customer data and provide advertising space for the Client.
The WiFi sensor also collects mobile device data, which is then
processed through Tapway’s algorithms to derive customer
shopping behaviour data, such as the number of walk-bys, visitors,
new versus repeat visitors as well as a calculation on retention rate,
visit frequency and recency, average dwell time of each customer,
and dwell time distribution.
Based on the customer data collected and the derived shopping
behaviour information, Tapway then crafted highly targeted
campaigns such as first time WiFi sign up campaign to attract new
customers by giving a 15 percent discount on cake products, loyal
customer campaign which was used to attract existing customers to
return by giving a special 20 percent discount on coffee on certain
days and time. There was also a new products campaign aimed at
keeping existing customers interested in the Client’s new product
launches.
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“We had lots of trouble
monetizing our internet
service investment with
targeted campaigns in our
outlets. Now all these are
made possible with Tapway.”
-- Marketing Manager,
Cafe chain

“Tapway continues to
leverage its strength in data
analytics and WiFi
networking technologies to
help retailers improve store
performance and customer
satisfaction, amidst a
In-store Analytics: A 360-degree understanding of the Client’s store performance through
insights like walk-by traffic, visitor traffic, capture rate, average visit duration and
customer retention.

Business Benefits

challenging retail industry.”
-- Lim Chee How,
CEO, Tapway

The Tapway solution generated more than 3,000 names for the
database in three months. And the Client was able to obtain
detailed visitor trends in all their outlets such as visitor demographics, number of visits, average dwell time and visit frequency. This
information then helped the Client to craft targeted campaigns to
boost their sales. The company then launched these campaigns
and was able to measure the ROI for each campaign in detail, such
as the percentage of emails viewed and the percentage of
coupons claimed. Overall, the Client generated around RM1,800
per campaign, which is a 3% revenue increase.
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The Future
> CONTACT INFORMATION

Tapway Sdn Bhd
No 906, Blok A4, Leisure
Commerce Square
Jalan PJS 8/9,
46150 Petaling Jaya
Selangor, MALAYSIA
Tel: +60378652436

The Client has chosen to introduce more targeted campaigns
based on their customers’ visiting behaviour, such as rewarding
customers entering for the fifth time in the past 30 days, or
sending a message to those exiting the café for the second time
in one week. There was also a decision to integrate the retail
analytics solution with their Point of Sale (POS) system to enable
seamless coupon claiming as well as incorporating sales data to
the CRM platform.

http://www.tapway.com.my/

About Tapway
Tapway was born to revolutionize the retail industry with the
hottest and fastest-growing IT trends - Internet of Things (IOT) and
Big Data Analytics (BDA). Tapway helps brick-and-mortar
businesses significantly improve customer experience through
deep shopper profiling, behavior analysis and highly personalized
engagement solutions. We leverage on the brick-and-mortar
retailer’s existing infrastructure such as WiFi and CCTV cameras
to derive rich analytics and our unique marketing platform
provides retailers the tool they need to fine-tune store operations
and marketing campaigns to drive sales and increase loyalty.
Tapway was created by two ambitious technologists from the
aerospace industry, Lim Chee How and Loh Shye Kang, who
believe that technologies can revolutionize the slow-evolving
brick-and-mortar industry to overcome threats from the eCommerce industry. Tapway has received multiple accolades including
Alliance Bank BizSmart SME Challenge 2013 Top 12 Startups,
Regional Winner of Seedstars World 2014, National Winner of
Dreamplus startup competition and Most Progressive Startup
2014 by Cradle.
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Boosting customer relationship
and store revenue via retail analytics

Challenges

Difficulty
obtaining sign ups/
creating customer
database

Unknown

customer engagement
& frequency

Unknown

customer time and
amount spent & demographics

Solution
Guest
WiFi
captive portal solution

B

COLLECT

customer data

PROVIDE
advertising
space

ONLINE
TOOLS

for marketing
campaigns

DERIVE

customer
behaviour

3,000

Business
Benefits

names generated
for database

RM1,800
generated per
targeted campaign

3%

revenue
increase
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